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This is my favourite time of the year! The building is shifting and changing form - 
becoming the platform from which undergraduate students share their work and make 
it public. On all levels and courses, over the past few weeks we have seen projects come 
together and find resolution in their final displayed forms. We’ve had shows from L4 on Art 
& Design and L4 & 5 Fine Art that have ambitiously used the gallery and foyer spaces,  our 
first Design for Performance installation in the void and an external exhibition for L5 A&D 
at Artefact in Stirchley. What a month! ... and we are not done yet!

Our L6 students on all three undergraduate courses have been working tirelessly to bring 
their exhibition designs to life - creating furniture, painting walls, emptying and preparing 
the spaces, curating and installing their final degree outcomes. This is a huge undertaking 
and one that offers the work the best possible showcase. The artwork a culmination of the 
last year of study, exploration, experimentation and consolidation that we look forwards to 
sharing with you in a few weeks time when the shows open on Wednesday 15th June. 

For those of you that have handed in for your modules, I urge you to stick around in 
Birmingham long enough to visit the shows. Not only will it give you a sense of what you 
yourselves might be working towards but it’s important that as a community we share in 
the successes and achievements of our peers - and what achievements they are!  

Becky
    



The 2022 graduating BA Fine Art students 

have been busy installing their degree show 

exhibition CTRL. The outcomes that the 

students have each realised for this exhibition 

are in many ways connected through a sense 

of being and belonging – to personal, social, 

and political contexts. In this, the first School 

of Art Degree Show since 2019, we see is 

a group that have navigated challenges to 

present an exhibition that is tactile, physical, 

ambitious, and energetic. The sense of 

possibility of the works gives us much to 

celebrate, to be hopeful about and to reflect on. 

Well done everyone!

CTRL  
L6 Fine Art Degree Show



Level 6 Art and Design have been busy 

preparing for their upcoming graduate degree 

exhibition, transforming the studios into 

exhibition spaces and installing works from 

their Final Major Project. The breadth and 

ambition of the students projects has been 

inspiring to witness, with work that both 

responds and speaks to the world, tackling 

social issues and speculating on alternative 

futures.

 

Following a publishing and book making 

workshop with Caitlin Kiely, our BAAAD 

Press committee are now working on a 

bumper catalogue that brings together all 

of their work and ideas which will launch 

at the PV on the 15th June. Look out for a big 

colourful spiral bind!

 

In addition to their individual projects the 

students have been designing and building 

a range of display structures and exhibition 

furniture. A special thanks to Matt Moore of 

MJM Bespoke, Charlie Bentley-Beard and Dan 

Salisbury for their help with this.

BAAAD ANNUAL
L6 Art & Design Degree Show



Dates for 
your diary:

Private View: 
Wednesday 15th June, 6-8pm 

Show Open: 
16-18th, 20-25th June, 10am-5pm

a-n interview 

Becky was interviewed as part of a-n’s Degree 
Show Guide 2022! Talking about the emerging 
themes in the exhibition and the significance 
of a physical exhibition returning to the art 
school:. Click the link here to read it online! 

https://issuu.com/anartistsinfo/docs/a-n_degree_shows_guide_2022


Foundation End of Year Exhibition 

We have been privileged to meet and work 
with a creative and thoughtful group of 
students this year who have battled with 
the demands of the course as well as re-
establishing new ways forwards to build 
well-being and strengthen social footings.
It has been a pleasure to integrate new 
students from BA Video Games Digital Arts 
who brought a unique strand of humour into 
the community. 
We were also privileged to ‘kick start’ the 
end of year SHOW SEASON and I would 
like to credit every student for their 
contribution and hard work. 

 
We also worked closely with Taiba Akhtar 
(student Alumni) who added another link to 
our expanding community. Thank you, Tabi, 
: ) 

We wish all our 2022 Foundation students 
the best of luck with their BA Courses and 
look forward to catching up with them 
across the University next year.

Thank you to all.

Jo Newman (Course Lead Foundation)



 

Earlier this month L4 students curated 
exhibitions in the in the School of Art Gallery 
+ L4 Studio space. BA Art & Design show ‘End 
of the World’ followed by BA Fine Art show 
‘Interwoven’
 
Both exhibitions were a chance to share,  
celebrate and reflect on work produced during  

 
 
S2 and throughout there was a real diversity 
of ideas and material approaches on show. 
It was exciting to see the progress, growing 
confidence, and increasing ambition in the 
work as students begin to establish and 
understand their own individual practices. 
Well done everyone!

L4 Fine Art and BA Art & Design



Design For Performance, Level 4 

First year Design for Performance: theatre, 

film & live events students have worked 

diligently to transform the Wheatly Room 

on the basement floor of the School of Art, 

Margaret Street into The Fabric of the Earth; 

an installation based on Flora & Fauna made 

solely of brown paper and corrugated card.  

The project has been a truly collaborative 

endeavour, seeing students sharing paper leaf 

making techniques long into the nights!

The design sees a connection between Mother 

Nature and The Green Man around a central 

tree. 

To celebrate the end of the groups first year 

of the course, the installation will be open 

Thursday 16th & Friday 17th June, 10am-5pm. 



L5 Art & Design 

Students on level 5 Art and Design have been 
working hard on their end of year show 
Location3  at Artefact Gallery in Stirchley.  A 
great turnout and tasty pizza.  Well done level 
5!

L5 Fine Art 

‘E X T E N D I N G’ marks the end of the 
Level 5 second semester ‘extending practice’ 
module - the exhibition saw amazing work 
across a huge range of media including live 
performances on the opening night.
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Other news / coming soon:
Duplicate Publishing Fair 

On Saturday 7th May the School of Art 
hosted Duplicate Publishing Fair , an annual 
celebration of printed zines, comics, artists’ 
books and alternative publishing practices. 
We welcomed twenty-six publishers from 
across the UK including Holodeck, Leicester 
Zine Library and Rabbit Road Press, as well 
as contributions from our very own BAAAD 
Press. A special thanks to Gugan Gill and 
Madeleine Washbrook for their help in 
organising this event. ‘Artist Talks’ Research Project  

The School of Art hosts a series of Artists 
Talks connecting with diverse makers online 
over the year. This rich resource provides 
students with the opportunity to access the 
work of others and to ask questions however, 
the format follows established traditions of 
being ‘talked-to’, familiar to a lecture format, 
where behaviours on both sides are somewhat 
predicted from the outset.
 
A new Cluster based project asks that if we 
consider the ‘talk’ as operating as a space of 
research, what happens when we reorder the 
conventional roles of ‘teacher – learner’? Using 
the archive of artists talks as a starting point, 
we will ask questions around the trouble of 
artistic enquiry, as presented, and the scope 
of its contribution to knowledge? Interested 
students from across the UG, PGT, PGR and 
staff communities will be invited to apply 
to be part of this project that encourages 
communication and collaborative enquiry as 
critical features. 



Andrew Gillespie Exhibition 

Tutor Andrew Gillespie has a show opening 
in Palfrey Gallery in Oval, London. The show 
is open between the 8-25th June. Find out 
more here

Environmental Humanities  
Reading Group 

A study group, reignited at BCU by PhD 
students Fred Hubble & Laura Cooper is 
looking at academic texts in Environmental 
Humanities. Meeting monthly online and in 
person, it’s a chance to explore interpretation 
and share understanding. Follow: 
@environmentalhumanities on instagram and 
DM to join.

School Rep News 

Hello all, 
A final note to say thank you for all the 
support and feedback throughout this 
academic year, and for your involvement with 
the Student Voice Conference. It’s been great 
to see active participation in the feedback 
forums and how the sense of community 
shines through at night school and at open 
days. Best of luck with your future studies 
and degree shows! It has been a pleasure to be 
your school representatives for this year. 
Best wishes, Nikol and Inés 

Thank you for reading!

If you have any news you would like to 
share in the June School of Art Newsletter, 
please get in touch before the 26.06.22:  
rebecca.court@bcu.ac.uk

https://palfrey.space/portfolio/andrew-gillespie-precinct/
mailto:rebecca.court%40bcu.ac.uk?subject=

